
This Publication is dedicated to (and written by) the American Citizens illegally held under the ,California SVP Act

ROLL THE DICE!

I
STATE CAN SAVE HUNDREDS

OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS BY
BUYING A SET OF DICE!!

By: David Smith, L.A. Twin Towers

(Significantly,in its entire eight-and-a-
half year history, only three people have
"graduated"fromthe scheme,whileeighteen
havebeen releasedthroughthe morgue!)

In the aboveexamples,we have the same
The SVPA pre-petition evaluation individual, the same evaluators, the same

past history, the same pseudo-science
prOCessis not only a cash cow for a gang "diagnosis,"the samereports,but drastically
of shrinks, but it is also a crapshoot. It is different results based solely on the
a game of chance in which a more or happenstanceof what order the evaluators
less fortuitous appearance of evaluators show up. If this isn't unfair and
can make a major difference in the unconstitutional,nothingis!
outcome. In a recent trial, one DMH contract

The crapshoot works like this: Let's evaluator testified that she made over
say a person is evaluated by four $350,000.00 last year alone doing these
evaluators due to an initial split. For our evaluations. Multiply this times 40+
purposes here, let us name these evaluators,timeseightyearsand is comesto
evaluators A, B, C, D. (We could just as more than ONE HUNDRED MILLION

DOLLARS. This does not even begin to
well use Eenie, Meany, Miney and Moe) count the hundredsof millionseach year in

Now, let us say that A finds the person pre-commitment costs; housing, food,
meets the criteria; B finds the person does medical care, custody personnel, courts,
not; C finds the persondoesand.D .findsthe defense evaluations, lawyers, prosecutors,
persondoesnot ~eet the S~ cntena. If the Judges, etc. And, they expect this program
four show up m alphabetical order, the to get bigger and bettereach year and go on
person is released to freedom and goes' forever.
home. Luckyfella! Just think how much money the state

Yet, he could be even more luckyand B could save if they just had a clerk (or a
and D show up as the first two evaluations janitor, for thatmatter)roll the dice for each
and the person goes home immediately person referred by the Department of
without any further evaluations. The fates Corrections. Let's say all "snake eyes,"
are still smilingupon the personif A and B "sevens" and "elevens" get committed;
showas the first two evaluations,givingthe everyoneelse goes home. This wouJd be
persona split and thenD showsup; then the simple, cheap and equally as fair as the
personis freewithouta fourthevaluation. presentscheme.

But, the Gods may be angry with our ("Scheme," by the way, is an
haplessfellowand strictlyby chance,A and appropriate term used by the powers that
C showup as his first two evaluators. His
karma sucks as he is now remanded in be to describe this racket. Definition
chains under armed guardto the horrors of number two in both Black's and
county jail incarceration to suffer the Webster's is: "an artful plot or plan,
(average five year) processof determining usually to deceive; and underhanded
whether or not he will be committed to a plot.)
potential life sentence in a state mental
hospital.

ECHOES OF THE 6ULA6

By: Tonylannalfo
(Source:LifeExtension)

~~itorial
"SAVEIMILLIONS!"

WHY WE NEED FULLY
INFORMED JURIES

The American Jury Institute/Fully
Informed Jury Association (AJlIFIJA) is
the national advocate for· the right of
individuals to be tried by a jury that is
allowed to hear the "facts" of the case
and determine whether the "law" itself is
being applied justly. In other words, for
government to deprive a citizen of his or
her persomllliberty AJIIFIJA insists that
a jury must be "fully informed" about
ALL aspects of the case and not be
limited to a narrow, one-sided version
presented solely by the prosecutor.

How important are these jury rights?
Under today's flawed system, .a

prosecutor can present a one-sided story .
and gain a conviction based on the jury
not being fully informed about the facts
and not being allowed to judge the
merits of the law. ~urors are put in a
position whereby judges are ordering
them not to consider all the facts or law,
but instead to base their decision on the
governments interpretation of events.

The only barrier to convicting
someone of "bad-law" is a fully
informed jury. Today's Judges,
however, are withholding critical
information from juries at the behest of
prosecutors. One result of these gross
injustices is that there are more people
imprisoned per capita in the U.S. than in
any other country in the world!
SEE EDITORIAL ON PAGE TWO-
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Cont1inued from Page One-

\ Editorial
T~e Declaration of Independence

defines being deprived of the benefits of
trial by jury as absolute tyranny. Having
observoo the tyranny imposed on
AmeriCanswhen deprived of trial by jury,
the Founding Fathers took particular care
to ensure this right no less than three
times in the Bill of Rights.

The mtent of th~ jury system is to do
much more' than mete out retribution to
their neighbors. The jury system
particularly, provides citizens with the
means to prot~ each Other from
tyrannical abuses of power by the
government

Thus did the authors of the
Declaration of Independent see trial by
jury "as the only anchor yet imagined by
man by which a government can be held
to the principles of its Constitution," as
Thomas Jefferson wrote in 1789.

Tyranny, no matter under what guise,
has no place in an open society or in a
country dedicated to the rule of law. The
intent of trial by jury is that of a juries
independence to judge the law as well as
the facts in any case. Jurors have
absolute power to deCidewhether the law
being applied is just law, whether it is
being properly applied in each case and
whether the defendant should be freed
because of bad law. Jurors have the right
to understand the sentence that will be
imposed by their verdict. The highest
and best function of the jury is not, as
many think, to dispense retribution on
fellow citizens, but instead to protect
citizens from tyrannical laws imposed by
power-crazed government.

Jurors have both a duty and
responsibility to ensure that a just verdict
is rendered and they must take into
account the facts in the case, any
mitigating circumstances and merits of
the law and its application in each
individual case. They must examine the
results of their verdict if they are to
administer the law as an instrument of
justice and order. The power and right of
jurors to assess the merits of law was
established in England before our
Constitution was ever written.

Jurors, as representatives of the
people of the community, hold no agenda

during, any trial and most certainly not
the government's agenda. Let us not
forget that the prosecutors, judges and
arresting officer, as well as the forensic
investigators in most cases, are all a part
of, and paid by, the government, with
their personal power bases to build and
their and their personal careers to protect
through the "productivity" of successful
prosecutions resulting in convictions.
Jurors are not at all vested and therefore
are far less arbitrary.

Thus, did our Founding Fathers plan
for the jury to do and expected that jurors
would, in fa~, exercise this power
without question. Jurors are the last line
of defense for liberty.

The Constitutional
Pre-Eminence Of Daubert

By: William King
Federal Rules of Evidence 702, and

its variations adopted by most states, is
the test for the admissibility of expert
testimony in a court of law. The essence
of the pmpose of expert testimony is
whether it will "assist the trier of fact" to
understand the evidence. And, since
1923, FRYE v. u.s. has served as the
standard for determining the
admissibility of all expert testimony. In
California. Frye joined the state case to
form the standard called "Kelly-Frye."
And, the Kelly-Frye standard required an
expert's testimony to be supported by
scientific principles or evidence
generally accepted by the relevant
scientific or professional community.
But, in 1993, the U.S. Supreme Court in
DA UBERT v. MERRlL DOW
PHARMCEUTICALS, INC. abrogated
Frye as being constitutionally
inadequate. In Daubert, the High Court
added four more criteria that expert
testimony must satisfy.

But, unfortunately for Californians,
our supreme court has decided to reject
the U.S. Supreme Court's dicta in
Daubert. And, no doubt the state court
had the newly created and (untested)
measuring instrument called "Static 99"
in mind when it rejected Daubert.
Surely, the highly flawed Static 99 could
not pass a Daubert analysis.

But, if the Daubert court has found
that only via the Daubert analysis can
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due process be satisfied, ,a judicial
reliance solely on the old Kelly-Frye
standard is, by the Daubert definition,
unconstitutional. Consequently, the
State of California could and [should] be
constitutionally required to 'adopt. the
Daubert standard.

But, an even more recent ruling by
the U.S. Supreme Court has caused the
bell of death to toll for Static 99. In
1999, the High Court, in the case of
KUMHO TIRES, INC. v.
CARMiCHAEL, further expanded the
reach of Daubert. In his majority
opinion, Justice Breyer wrote than an
expert's opinion must "reflect scientific.
techniCal or other specialized
knowledge" and have a "reliable basis in
the knowledge and e>...perience of the
[relevant] discipline."

This ruling explicitly extends the
Daubert, analysis to include (opinion]
testimony. Whereas most courts.
including California's, had held that
opinion evidence is exempt from Ke/(v-
Frye or Daubert analysis. The Kumho

. case opens the door for a constitutional
analysis of Static 99, whether by Ke//y-
Frye or Daubert .. But, I believe it would
be most effective 'to ask the federal court
to impose the Daubert standard on
California; because I do not believe the
California Supreme Court has the
political courage to attack any part of the
SVP Act. So, have at it gentlemen. I am
preparing a federal Daubert argument of
my own. Good Luck!!

WHA T IT SEEMS
By: Michael ShieD.

As I sit SO scared and lonely,
I feel as though my life is going

slowly, .
I try to tell myself it's only a

dream,
I can see reality is what it seems,
I can't go on this way much longer,
My faith in life seems to be getting

less stronger,
So, I now give God my whole true

name,
Before I fade and go insane,
So, God, if you will take me bv the

hand, •
And lead my now throughout the

forgotten land.
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When so called SVP's are released. if

any of them commit any felony, they
automatically face 25 years to life in prison.
no irs, and's or but's! .

Take a good long look at this SVP
situation and the useless expenditures of
your tax dollars, as well as the fairness of
this statute under the Constitution.
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~bsent <!ComrabeS
In :fIltDtOl'iam

£CHOES asks everyone, ev~rywhere, to
pause for a brief moment each dav and
remember, with kindness, e~cb or"tbese,
our 18 Absent Comrades.
Jim Davis : :jan. 21,1999
DeanD"nfortb 'July27, 2001
Larry Goddard June 2, 2001
Edward Samradl May3,2001
DonaldLockett Jan. 23, 2001
DavidStansberry: May 10, 2000
CharlesRodgers Mav29 2000
Dan Clm'erdance." '" , ,.: :..".:1998
Colman \ ,: 2000
Greg Bowen•••Sluggo" July 3,2002
LolydJohnson ,., 2002
WayneGnybeal.., 2002
Freddy Cooper 2002
Patrick Brehm March 15,2003
Robert Alperin March 31 2003T' '1mMcClanahan March 14,2003
Wa~'DePomr August 14,2003
Casb O'Dowd December11 2003
EI .'mer Bock ApriJ 7,2004
D8l'e r<_ • k A 'uvDlC ••••••••••••••• ugust 23, 2004

Ecboes On tbe Inb;rnet:-W16600.org

Tony lannalfo--Echoes Editor
(805) 468-2796

Taxpayers FootlFit The Bill
By: James Acevis

The State of California passed a 'statute
in January, 1996 entitled. Sexl1allvViolent
Predator Act. This statute would civilly
commit sexual offenders to a state hospital
for two years, which is renewable. Through
recommendations from the State
Department of Mental Health, a jury trial
would be held to decide whether or not the Trapped ...
person was still a danger to society. Most In A Place Like This!
perso~s are returned for an additional two
years. The cost for this so called treatment, Blind justice, the Department of Mental
etc. is approximately $50,M\L, ~r year H~th just instituted a new rule limiting
and w~o is footing the bill? The taxpayers. pabents to 25 pounds of personal property.
(That IS, the citizens of California) No where in the California Department

I would hope that the people in society of Corrections, county jails and police
start .looking at this statute which is illegal, stations in California or across this nation
unfatr, unproductive and is having you pay has any such rule ever been enforced that
your hard earned dollars for an agenda that ~ould relate to how many pounds a person
is strictly political. IS supposed to have regarding hislher

Think about the amount of money that personal property. What happened to the 6
has already been cut from education. cubic feet regarding space?
medical services, etc. and this includes state If comrades who may be concerned
hospitals such as ASH. How can the would properly do their homework on this
Department of Mental Health operate issue, they would come to learn that this so-

Released from this oppressh'e prison by properly and offer psychiatric treatment to called new rule, concerning 25 pounds of
the Compassionate lIand of God.. persons if their budget is also cut back? property, does not state this in regards to

Ir------....:.....;---------I Thes,e persons are in a warehouse doing personal properl)' inside their donnlrooms.
ECHO£S Of THE t::!ULAt::! notlung because there is only enough ,Somebodyneeds to re-real1the script!'-1 u money to run certain therapeutic programs. Then they. have the nerve to say that

Is published bimqlIthly at The employees working directly with these when we receIVepackages from home, any
Atascadero State Hosprison. persons cannot practice the skills thev food products must be eaten within 72

learned in teclmician school. Many ~~. Are we supposed to stop eating
Articlesfor publication are always psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, mSlde of the patient dining room until we

needed, but they cannot be returned. etc. are quitting because thev know it is not eat things that our loved ones have sent us?
ethical to work with perso~ when the end Then our all-knowing staff, go on and

The Editor retains the right to edit, result is going to be failure. decide what they consider legal work and
modify or reject any submitted copy. I see two (2) big reasons why the public what is not. Not once do they ever think

should not be paying $50 Nt,•.•., a year to about Federal Rights guaranteed citizens in
Publisher does not a(;cept responsibility for continue a program that is not working. the U.S. and State Constitutions, nor of the

the veracity of any submitted articles. Reason number one (I) of the hundreds of Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that
people committed/detained under this describes time limitations and rules for both
statute, only three (3) have made it to the PlaintifI~ and defendants. What happened
community after eight (8) years. (All to the nght of prosecuting a legal case in
releases were opposed by the Department of Pro Per status?
Mental Health.) Isn't eight (8) vears When you take a look around inside this
enough? Reason number Two: (2) i ask place, you do not see them creating rules
you to face facts. The statute was put into that apply to their behavior, the rules thev
effect in order to lock up persons for what make up apply only to us..
they might do at some future time. These As long as we continue to hate, despise
persons have also bee labeled the MOST and slander one another, guess what!?
dangerous to the public. These persons After ~ou look around and wake up to find
have already served their prison sentences that this new rule also affects you. it will be
and paid their debt. Murders are happening too late to do anything about it. Because
in your neighborhoods, assaults and violent you won't have anything to litigate without
robberies are daily facts of life, yet so called them controlling it and knowing about it
SVP's are called the worst of the worst. before hand. Our law suits are costing them
That is not dealing realistically with facts. money and this is why they have chosen to

.-------- 1 do the things they do.
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~ LEGi;\L ~DGE
By: Tony Iannalfo

Several weeks ago I had the
pleasu~e of speaking to Attorney
Todd Melnik in the small visiting

"room. II

To those of you who knew or
know Jack Sporich, Todd Melnick
was his attorney 'of record and won
Jack his freedom through two hung
Junes. ,
Jack Sporich, Al Bradley and Arthur
Laud won their release because of
Mr. Melnick's persistence in fighting
their cases.

Mr. Melnick has also argued
SVP cases in the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals and has filed actions in
the U.S. Supreme Court.

We commend Mr. Melnick for
vigorously defending SVP cases at
the risk of being criticized by his
peers because of the way sex
offenders are viewed not only by the
public but others in the legal
community.

During our short conversation
Mr. Melnick infonned me that Ms.
Gabriel Paladino no longer does SVP
evaluations nor does she testify at
SVP trials. He also informed me that
Mr. Barry Hirsh is no longer a
contract evaluator for the Department
of Mental Health and that there is
pending litigation concerning Mr.
Charles Jackson in his capacity as a
contract evaluator for the Department
of Mental Health.

Anvone wishing to contact Mr.
Todd Melnick may call (818) 995-
7777 or write to Norton and,
Melnick, Attorneys at Law, 16244
Ventura Blvd., Suite 200, Encino,
CA. 91436

"Believe those who are seeking the
truth; doubt those who find it."

Andre Gide,quoted in the
London Independent

, DEDICATED
,THANKS
By: Jack Sporich

I.wish to convey to all responsible
for my release back to human status, a
thank you a thousand times, but most of
all I wish to thank attorney Todd
Melnick for his dedication to my case
and to the understanding and knowing
the law and subject matter so much better
than the states "experts." Dr. Berry
Hirsh was shown up for what he really is,
incompetent. Same goes for Dr. Padilla.

Todd worked very hard to obtain
the leading experts in the field to respond
to issues1hat arose during the trial and
for consultation at pre-trial. Ex-pertsused
were Doctors Berlin, Hanson, Thornton,
Barabee and Hart. I must say that all of
the doctors were top rated on the stand,
so much so, that the D.A. was having fits
during their testimony and especially
during Todd's summation. She (D.A.)
constantly tapPed her pencil on the table
and tapped her foot on the floor.
Nervous tics I assume if not total
frustration.

My case was well prepared which
further frustrated the D.A.. Todd taught
and explained to the Judge and jury key
concepts of the law and about slaying
true to the evidence and not to be swayed
by emotion.

After jury deliberations started, the
bailiff came to me and stated, worse
case, I would have a hung jury. He also
said that in all his years in Ventura courts
he had never seen or heard a better trial
attorney. "He had never seen anyone do
such a masterful job."

If I sound as if I am selling Todd,
realize that I would still be at ASH if it
were not for his expertise. I owe him my
freedomllife.

My case was investigated
thoroughly which was evidenced by the
final outcome. Trial was expensive but
worth the cost. How much is freedom
worth to you?

I would recommend Todd Melnick
as the best option you have in getting out
of ASH, and he works throughout
California. Thanks Again!
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Why I Participate
BY: Ken Herman

This is about The Day Of
Silence effort some of us have been
working to make a success 'at A.S.H.
Why do I participate and have my
name attached to this effort?
Because I believe it is the right thing
to do. That is the bottom line. I
believe in the appropriate expression
of beliefs and I believe that what is
taking place at Atascadero State
Hospital, especially to the WIC
§6600 et seq. population is terribly
wrong.

I have been at A.S.H.
(excluding court time) since 12/97. I
have seen many efforts to unite in a
positive way fizzle. I have seen
many and various kinds of attempts
at expressions of what is going on
here is not O.K. with us. Those
expressions have included written,
verbal, legal, media, etc. I believe
that each person must pull on the
rope if they are able, but with all the
points of view we have, I believe our
message is scoffed at. So, when I
was asked to get behind the non-
violent Day Of Silence action, I
considered it carefully and decided
that Silence in the midst of constant
c.ommunication, constant expressions
and constant smoke being blown in
the area of back pockets just might
sound off very loudly. What a
powerful use of the First Amendment
right.

I still believe that this form of
message is a powerful tool, when
used in conjunction with other non-
violent fonns of expression. It is an
action, not just moaning and
groaning and doing nothing. So,
when the next Day Of Silence comes
up, please join in. End.

Was it Thomas Jefferson who
said "We must all hang together,
or we shall surely hang
separately?"
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A "RIOT' ON UNIT 321 All of this occurring as Smith, according What is ever more perplexing is the
ASH S ff b ) to many witnesses, was not resisting. ii}3bilityof "care givers" to come forward

ta eat the' day ights While this unprovoked assault and tell truthfully what did happen.
out of the truth! unveiled, two other Hosprisoners, Vargas Another enigma is how the

As Reported To Lawrence Halbert Sr. and White, along with many others, began diagnosis of pS)'chological disorders,
, ' ' voicing a protest against the use of which have kept us locked up for years,

,On Tuesday, August,8, 2.004,one of abusive and brutal tactics against Smith, have craftily vanished without a trace!
the most brutal and confrontauonal show- who was still not resisting At this point S h .gIlt, 'zed
f
~ ., " .. , omew ere, over-m squee

o -Jorce mCldents occurr~ on UOIt 32. Hosprisoner Overson attempted to go thro h th tal f 'usti' d th t thE d' . th f D 'd S 'th ug eons 0 J ce an e ee
n m~ m e arrest 0 aVl, ml, arou~d the incident, on his way to his of junk-science, Mental Healthcare has

Fredenc~ Overson, Noberto Vargas and dorm, 'and was J'umped bv an over- b th d 't 1 st b th Y t th .
S h Wh

· Char .• rea e I s a rea. eO, ere IS no
tep en lte. ges rangIng from panicked staff unsure of his motives . di u· th t th -lIed ~ . al

I d
' .. m ca on a e SO'"\.o(U prolesslon s

~~s~ut an ba~ery to lynching have been OverSon was t.hen plID.chedin the face .by who rule by day in the realms of the mind,
Ie. another Hospital Pobce Officer, which justice and civility of human rights will

Other Hosprisoners, who witnessed knocked him back into other staff in the sleep any the less by night.
the incident, are wondering why no area. Unit members were stunned and -------
~h~ges have b~n filed ag~n~ staff who outraged by this illegal assault; as WHA T HAPPENED?
msugated a mmor complaInt Into a full Overson was attacked by another staff •
scale altercation, including the assault of who put him into a headlock and forced B)': Francis J. LaBlanc
Mr. Overson with a plIDchin the face by a him to his knees. Overson was then Please Note: This article will
Hospital Police Officer. Many of these picked up and pushed in the wall close to continue on the next page as it is rather
Hosprisoners are actively challenging where the incident with Smith was long, but well worth reading. Apologies to
these charges with sworn declarations occurring. the author, Mr. LaBlanc, as we could not
which chara~terize the charges as ~o~ng The unrestrained brutality against get it ~ earlier. Mr. LaBlanc submits the
less than ludicrous and blatant fabncauon. these two Hosprisoners had, by this time, followmg story (condensed), because he

Hospital administrators and drawn the attention of most of the unit has been asked so many times what did
Department of Police Services, they say, when a third alarm was sounded. As happen.
are intent on a cover-up of'the events to more staff was responding, they began to' Icame to Atascadero'State Hospital,
conceal, what are, by most accounts, a assist in the restraining of Smith and (ASH) in May of 1996 as a §6602 Pre-
staff free-for-all on ~o Hosprisoners, Overson and in the placement of them Trial detainee. I still am. For years I have
Smith and Overson. into Seclusion. The officer who assaulted not attended any treatment, especially

The incident began arolIDd9:45 PM, Overson was quietly wisked off the unit PST sit-n-talk groups. I have not been
as Smith voiced a complaint over the through a back door. adjudicated here by the Court with a
tinting of a smoke break. Rather than After some kind of order was mental disorder. Though no disorder,
continuing the situation, Unit 32 staff restored, there were requests, from the ASH keeps trying to treat me. Sex Guru,
escalated the situation by choosing to Hosprisoners, that an advocate come and Canada's Karl Hanson, states that in
interpret Smith's vocalizations as observe the extent of injuries suffered by reference to California's (ASH)
threatening, and calling Police over some Smith and Overson. The Unit Supervisor S.O.E.T.P. treatment, had "No effect
verbal sparring, which was clearly not a was called, yet it took him several hours whatsoever on sexual re-offending."
justification to have Smith placed into to arrive, whereupon he refused to talk to Most §6600's at ASH see little problem in
restraints. Staff, as Smith was quietly any of the witnessesIHosprisoners, who, doing some of it to keep a PAS level.
walking to his dorm and requesting to be in disgust, and gone to their rooms Those in the Phases ... thank God they are.
left alone, blocked his path, grabbing him without any further incident or resolution. My refusal of treatment causes me to
and throwing him into a window by the After all had gone to sleep, in the constantly be targeted with the wrath of
unit nursing station. A second alarm was darkness of night the Hospital Police, ASH in methods of r~taliatio~ well known
sounded and responding staff and police along with Atascadero City Police, in full and documented. This wrath IS even more
were observed removing their riot gear, wisked a~ay the four poignant because of my working with the
identification badges. Witnesses standing Hosprisoners to the County Jail where news media, newspaper, t.v., radio,
8-10 feet away counted 10 staff and police their bail (Ha-Ha!) was set at $500,000.00 several outside watch-dog and special
p~g~. Smith against the wall despite The ASH Hosprisoner population interest groups to e:\-pose.. ASH's ~i~iful
hi~ gaspmg that he could not breathe. meanwhile is questioning the duplicitous waste of tax dollars, pum~ve condiUons
WItnesses also reported the police using tactics that stand as another instance of of confinement and non-Vlable treatment
painful pressure point restraint tactics, how convenient "mental disorders" and programs.
while other staff twisted his anns and "lack of volitional control" diagnoses can
forcefully twisted them behind his back be made against sex offenders. SEE: WHA T HAPPENED?
causing Smith to writhe and wail in pain. PAGE 6--
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Continued from Page 5- taken for alleged stalking. The Unit uncomfortable with. Tha, is her
I Supervlsordid NOT tell me who the responsibility! Did she go brain dead on
\ What Happened? alleged, stalked, person was, nor when or her PMAB classes? McNamara also had
Intermittently'from May 10 of 2000 where the alleged incidents were to have several othc;ralternatives available to her.

to October 14 of 2003, 1 had sent taken place. 1was not given a copy of the She could have called my Unit staff or
correspondence to (ASH) administrators, complaint. Confused, I called my para- called and filed a comp13int ,with
includi,lg Medical Director Robert Knapp, legal, explaining what happened and DPSIHPO and I would never have known;
requesting inmate rebuttals be placed in asked if she could get a copy of the it is done all the time! The best she could
my chart, thereby, .having input to the complaint. After three (3) weeks of claim was discussing her concerns with
mostly negative and distorted comments requests to HIMD, she managed to get a HIMD colleagues. Strange; of 2000
placed in it by staff; (positive comments copy and mail it to me. 'The complaint employees, only she and 3 support friends
are never written about inmates, it just was initialed, and was submitted by noticed any of her alleged accusations.
isn't (ASH) policy.) By statute we have HIMD Director Roberta Ghering. What is McNamara garnered support of her
always had the right, under Health and really going on?? It twisted facts, made friends to vmidate trivial and delusional
Safety Code §1231I, to place' an assumptions, contained lies and was accusations; this to include Dr. Gabriel
addendum 'in 'our chart, but (ASH) has embellished ~1ili innuendoes. It did not Paladino, who enthusiastically got into the
never allowed us ,this legal right. I wrote even have signatures. 1took the complaint charade, and as, documents sh~w,
letters and filed complaints on this issue to the library and with friends, tried to orchestrated most of the alleged stalkmg
to Robera Gehring, Director (ASH) detennine who the HIMD staff were that I fiasco. Paladino had done this before with

, Health Infonnation Medical Department, was supposed to have stalked or harassed. inmate Jose Gonzales, claiming Joe was
(HIMD), over several months but never Mr. Rose saw one set of initials were the stalking her. Very few believed
made any progress. In April of 2003 same as on a Green Sheet received from Paladino',s delusional accusations and that
when the Federal Privacy Act Guidelines Linda McNamara, the HIMD chart cart investigation was dropped. However,
came out to govern medical information, I driver and the one claiming the stalking telling others what to write, say and do,
contacted the Department of Health and like activities. Now, several inmates she influenced HIMD employees better
Human Services in Sacramento, asking remembered ~ho she was and made this time targeting me. They do not come
them to look into my complaints. I had comments like, "She is the one who more cunning or evil than ole Paladino.
submitted over 150 letters, complaints, always drives so fast," "has an attitude She has priors on similar issues and was
forms and requests. After a lengthy due to no home life," and "is desperately under investigation in July of 2001 for
investigation by the Health and Human in need of a boyfriend;"" a real bitch; has chart falsification and \\1tness
Services Regional, Manager, it was a tattoo on her ankle: looks like a chicken intimidation by DPS and the focus of a
detennined that ASH was in violaton by with her strung out hair and that she Romona Clark investigation on October
sending infonnation to wrong agencies, followed inmates so close in cart, etc. 15,2001.
and/or unauthorized personnel access, Though McNamara and her HIMD friends I have NO HISTORY of stalking in
sending information without required claimed this alleged stalking like behavior my life nor in the eight (8) or more years I
inmate waivers or subpoenas and not had gone on for several months previous have been at this facility. Still, in this
having forms or, proper forms and to the complaint submitted to TEAM on house of lies, deception and delusions,
infonnation for inmate access. The 1l/26/03.. ..... McNanlara NEVER anything can be construed as stalking. It
audacity of an inmate to bring scrutiny documented ANY alleged incident really does not have to be accurate or
from a Federal Agency upon ASH! A's ANYWHERE. Not with my unit staff, even real. There never was any
expected, (ASH's) response glossed over I'never in my chart, never with HPO or substantiated stalking by me, only trivial
their violations as they pleaded ignorance DPS. NOTHING! ... Until a few days and all open encounters distorted with
and changed focus to shut me up with my before her complaint was filed with Unit delusions. After reading the complaint, I
prior convictions and alleged negqative 34 TEAM. Later, when deposed by my did a two (2) page rebuttal on December
behavior at ASH. HlMD finally made attorney on March 10, 2004, and again on 29,2003 pointing out the lies, inequities,
some policy changes; forms with April 29, 2004 at 10:10 AM, in an delusions and conspiracy inherent in the
instructions; ADDENDUM (GA 20.11), interview with DPS, her lame excuse for whole fiasco. Also, on that date I sent a
which now allows us to refute chart never documenting alleged trivial request to Program 7 Manager Mike
entries. This can also be attempted with behaviors when they were supposed to Hughes, with a copy to DPS Lt. L. Holt,
AMENDMENTS, but those are alwavs have occurred was because, (1) did chart requesting I be given a polygraph to
denied by HIMD. For my efforts, HIMD reviews ...McNamara stated she did not exonerate myself. QUESTIONS TO ASK
has retaliated against me by being targeted want me to know I was "getting" to her ... OF ME:
with a stalking complaint by one of also that she had not been trained on how (1) Have you ever, since your
HIMD's Chart cart drivers. to document. What lies! Get real! incarceration (at ASH), waited for,

On November 26, 2003, I was told McNamara was indoctrinated with, and it followed, intentionally pro~ed your
to attend TEAM, (for a safety issue, and is constantly reinforced, from her first day
much later, a stalking issue.). I refused at ASH,· to document, document, CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
TEAMitreatment, so my PAS level was document, any inmate behavior she was
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Continued from Page 6-
What Happened?

movements to coincide., with, for the
purpose of, loitering, lurking, hanging out
or ever waited for, in any halL stairway,
office unit or any 10catioJljby yourself, or
with anyone else, for HlMD staff or chart
cart drivers, specifically a ,driver who has
a tattoo on her ankle, known .as Linda
McNamara?

2. Have you ever had any intent to
harass, intimi~te, harm or desires to flirt
with, get next to, or intimatelY interact
with any HIMD staff or chart drivers,
namely Linda McNamara? Hughes quick
reply on December 31, 2003, was that,
"The hospital will not provide this
examination unless there is a clinical
need." You can bet, for a facility that
does polygraph tests here. on inmates
every 30 days, that if they felt they could
use it to prove any guilt, on my part, it
would have been given to me forthwith
and with "quickness." It was not. The
polygraph should be given to McNamara
and her cohorts. ,

I next got several" declarations in
rebuttal, to McNamara's distorted
accusations. 1then informed m~ attorney,
who later, on March 9th and 10 , deposed
HIMD employees Linda McNamara,
Diane Francis, Susan Gregory and
Yvonne Gonzales, who had written
comments in the complaint.

I read all of their transcripts; which
were deceitful, with numerous distortions
and discrepancies. Though I was referred
to DPS for criminal investigation on Nov.
26, 2003, DPS (according to their
Criminal Report, (04-04-0862), submitted
to the S.L.O. Disfrlct Attorney, had no
interest until January 19, 2004, when I
filed a Title 42 USC,§ 1983 Civil Rights
complaint in Federal Court to exonerate
myself of McNamara's delusional
accusations. DPS did no investigating
until the end of April, 2004 when I filed
with the Court lli!!: asking for a
PROTECTIVE ORDER, (copies to the
A.G.), with attachments of 42 logged
encounters, with declarations, of
precarious encounters with McNamara
which had been had with me; evervone of
which, while under escort! WOW! This
now made ASH look like idiots. Now...
it was time for DPS to try and build a

stalking case. With statements ghcen on Court asking for a Protective Order. The
April 27, 2004 from unit 34 snitches Ed Order was denied, and instead of me
Flores and Jim Lamb, DPS tore through being protected, I was instead more
my property; including reading my legal tightly unit isolated. Some unit staff now
mail. DPS did retrieve several pieces of started to very closely body-shadow me to
paper I had with McNamara's name and and from the dining room. I was now
address on them but the information was being unwarranted and negatively charted,
acquired from the local phone book well (only by unit staff Marella Eddy and Trish
after the depositions were done in Lawhorn,--McNamara's cohorts), every
backwound research to see if McNamara time I passed, and only in their eyes,
had a criminal record. No laws or facility allegedly intercepted), a female staff
rules lviolated. coming or going to the dining room.

-On June 9, 2004 and June 10, 2004, However, nothing was ever said to me in
I did speak with DPS about 2 hours each reference to their fabricated and un-
time; one session being recorded and both substantiated intercepts. This was now
interviews I was not up to par due to being done for and after the fact, cover up
being on heart medication. I told the because of my logging of encounters
absolute truth and explained all the McNamara had with me after November
accusations. I gave them several 26, 2003. Additionally, my law library
documents in support of me and part of time was now restricted from one visit a
my civil complaint. It did not matter as day to two hours once a week, though I
their conclusions had already been have pro per status and a Court Order.
reached in support of McNamara. I Zeroxing appointments were
suggested they stress test the tap, to prove, reduced from 3 times a week to 5 minutes
I had told the truth and additionally only. And. on Mav 27. 2004 I was
offered to take a polygraph. They claimed informed by 34 Unit SuPervisor, (chart
a polygraph would prove nothing, as documented) that henceforth. I was not to
anyone could lie and pass it. talk to anyone unless they '~ere a doctor.

One trivial issue McNamara had Plus ... two staff had to.be present when I
complained about, was my being in the talked to any staffi! This directive still
same locations as she was. I said it was intermittently being enforced. In fact, 1
nothing more than coincidence, such as now have also become a MAJOR security
lining up for the library, PDR or zeroxing. risk with the highest security (5); (which
She claimed that as she drove by where justifies more staff on ~e uni!), though I
IJwe were standing, that because ] often have never been red-lighted, on one-to-
"Smiled and seemed to light up," that was one, in restraints, in seclusion or on
indicative of stalking ...and, of course, she psyco-meds for behavior. It is now
was then in fear ...McNamara made it necessary for 4 Hospital Police to escort
sound as if no one else was ever around; me, (the only inmate in the facility this is
(at 8:15 A.M.). Her accusations and being done to), form my unit to Receiving
assumptions were insidious. I collected and Release for outside appointments:
nunlerous declarations to prove otherwise. clearly an intimidation and harassment
Additionally, because we had encounters move by the administration. Plus. an
from time to time, it was claimed I additional chase car is now necessary with
seemed to, "Know her schedule." two additional HPO while in transport to
Therefore, after November 26, 2003, 1 medical appointments .. NONE of which
started keeping a log, unknown to anyone, was necessary the eight (8) years before
of all of our encounters. Since 1 lost my the alleged stalking event.
PAS level on 11/26/03, I am escorted each Of course I have sent several
time I leave the unit. In just 90 days] complaints to the Patient's Right's
recorded 42 encounters with McNamara; Advocate, Carolina Hall. She could find
(seems she knows!!!! schedule), all this no inmate violations the fox is still
while I am under escort. I am rarely watching the hen house.
allowed to even leave the unit anyway. -----
Some encounters were hostile, and Submitted originally July 20, 2004 by
witnessed by staff and inmates; Francis J. La Blanc.
declarations submitted. It was easy to see
her intrusive pattern, so I filed with the
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Taken In Part From BrushFire News,
vol. 3, No. 31. by Hari Heath, and the
Idaho Observer, at p. 18, July 2004 .

said: "If ye love wealth better than
freedom; the tranquility of servitude
better than the animated contest of
freedom, go [away] from us in peace.
We ask not your counsel,' not your
arms. Crouch down and lick' the
hands that feed you. And may
posterity forget that ye were our
countrymen. "

If we lose our freedom and,
therefore lose our country, how will
our posterity remember our
contribution to their enslavement-
with a day of silence? It is time to
stand for something [before it is too
late to do so.].

Our legal remedies to redress the
assault of [the] agency intrusions
include letter writing to our
leg,islators, voting, suing in court for
our rights, or petitioning the executive
officers of the agencies themselves.

************************

,,'

\
Mr-. Uean's C{)r-ner- I had the chance to say good

morning to him and ask him how he was
D~athrow, it very well could be. feeling. ,He said "I'm not doing to bad,

I have said that I have lost too its" and he went back to sleep and died
many of the people I have liked on that same afternoon.

# ) Man, you should have seen how the
that damn death row. {Ward I. nurses babied him and took care of him,

There is no way you are ever the man wasn't suffering from neglect,
going' to get M~, on that ward, too this I know for fact.
many people die there. Elmer Bock was treated better than

Sure they die here, they were sent most of us, and that's because the Men
here to either get well or die. and Women that were treating him really

NobQdy waIits to get stuck in a cared for him.
closet to die and nobody wants to The Nurses and Tech's, gave adanm
around a Ipt of sick and dying people. about the pati,entas well as the man.

The answer, don't get sick, and Elmer's dignity and respect were
don't share you~ sickness with anyone intact when he left this ward; he died in

his sleep,'
else. You just don't know the level of

Not everyone is dying on Ward kindness here until you find yourself here
1, many of the men on this ward are as a patient.
here awaiting transfer back to court to When I see these Nurses work, I
be cut lo()se or sent on to prison, but think those nurses on the other wards
none of those patients are §6600' s. must be either has-heens or never was' es.

I am here because I do not Its like the nurses on ward I know
maintain My diabetes the way I what they are doing, and the nurses
should have. everywhere else .are just practicing. (ress

I was too scared to death of being ~e excep~on). "
. d' h' d 11 th I II leave It saId There are few I

WID mg up on t IS war, a e cared for, the rest don't matter." •
, II h The Global Ehte:stones, ate rumors, man you are a I am sure there are some real health

dead man for sure if you go to ward 1. care professionals on our wards, I just Psychopaths In High Places
I have even heard stories about wish you'd step forward and collect your By: Rob~rt La Fort

men that were sent to ward 1 because pat on the back the rest of you yahoo's The essentlal thing to understand
the hospital (program 3-7) were tired crawl back whe~ you belong! about members of the g~obal elite is. ~at
of dealing with you and were setting About Ward 1 if you are tired of they have psychopathic personalitles,

b . t d I'k ' . I t which may be defined as personalities thatvou up to get something so you'd die emg trea e I e vou are an anima 0 b'l f .. I d
J •• are capa e 0 engagmg m amora an
and not be a problem anymore. be beaten down, then Ward lIS pretty anti-social behavior without remorse ...

Man, some of the stories were fare. rather than seeking internal power in the
wav out there in La La Land. If you need a doctor or the care form of self-mastery, they seek external

. Don't you think this place could get of a nurse, or if you need some help power in the form of mastery over others,
rid of you better than sticking you on learning how to take care of yourself, What is more [distuIbing], they are
ward 1 and spending all that money then Ward 1 can't be beat. conspirators, who try to conceal their
waiting for you to die? Death row? For me, it's not! malevolent intentions from others by

This place does some strange crap •••••• ~•.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I resorting to secrecy and disguise ..
granted, but even somebody with an TIllS IS only ~y breath, you need not Although psychopaths are psychologically
active imagination such as Me ain't going mhale. motivated to seek political and economic
fOT that. ------------..----..-..---------- ..------------ power, they are morally unqualified to

In all honesty can't say I like all the Cowardice, Complicity exercise political and economic power,
nurses on ward I, but for the most part and Usurpation [We see this around us on a daily basis.].
they treat what I need treated, and leave America began with "the shot It fonows that any society that allows
Me alone. And yes, this ward has its itself to be governed by psychopaths is
share of idiots, but what ward doesn't? that was heard 'round the world." destined to self-destruct.

When Elmer was dying he Impassioned men and women fought ****** ***** ***** ******
suffered the pain of dying, but that's against great odds to claim the great Excerpts taken from a letter by
the only suffering he did. prize of liberty. Just before the Allison Heartsong, Mt. Shasta, CA. and

American Revolution Samuel Adams the Idaho Observer, at p. 22, July 2004.
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Additional quotes in next column

such a sham. Appropriately labeled a
SCHEME by the courts.]

* ** ****
The above quoted section is from

Bob Flint; the Idaho Observer, April
8, 2004, at page 5. E-mail the Idaho
Observer: observer@coldreams.com.

More from Mr. La Fort
During Oral ArgumAlnts,John M.

Peters, a practicing attorney in
Michigan, made the fol'lowing closing
statement: " ... the courts should
require that all police vehicles be
posted with a warning label which
reads: Caution: We are not required
to protect you. Then, I explained, we
will at least know the truth, and be
able to take steps. to protect
ourselves." \

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,* * *
"The ,next time you read the

phrase: "To Serve and Protect" on a
police vehicle, remember that this is
the government's motto about itself,
not you [and me)."
Coutesy of: www.lewrockwell.com
(The Idaho Observer, vol. 8, No.2,
July 15,2004, pg. 6)
Submitted for your reading pleasure
by Robert D. LaFort. (Words are the
:sword" I fight with, as a double edge
that cuts both ways. Remember, we
can also diagnose by using the same
DSM that is used against us.).

The Game
By: Roben La Fort
#1: RULES OF THE GAME: "As
we grow up we learn to play games.
Games have rules. In order for the
game to be fair, all players must know
and play by the rules. Even children
understand that the most fundamental
of all rules--everyone playing a game
must be understand the rules. People
who don't play by the rules are called
cheaters. There may not even be a
word for those who make up rules
then force us to play games without
telling us all the rules, and then
change the rules if we figure them out
on our own .... " [Reading the above,
and knowing how the bureaucracy at
A.S.H. works, it is fair to say that
A.5.H. has made up a game that is
unfair to those of us that must live
here as well as being unfair to the
taxpayers who are footing the bill for

Organized psychiatry has been
il,1Ventingmental illnesses since the
National Institute For Mental Health
(NIMH) annually updates its
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual For
Mental Disorders (DSM) with the new
mental illnesses it invented during the
previous year.

#2: TREND: There seems to be a By 1952 the DSM listed 112
trendl surfacing in contemporary mental disorders; 224 by J 980; 253 by
American jurisprudence. People beld 1987; 374 by 1994. It is interesting to
in contempt by those who know them note that the numbers of mental
and the government are being illnesses climb on a par with the
maliciously prosecuted. The amount of funding it receives, which
prevailing thought being, "Maybe has climbed steadily from zero in
they were innocent of the charges, but 1949 to nearly $900 Million annually
they got what they deserved." Lesson in 1999,
for the friendless: Make some. A chart showing the rise in

Lesson for the rest of us: mental illness, available at
Vindictive ends are not justified by www.greatfallspro.com does show a
government means. (DWH) leveling off of newly identified mental
Reprinted from the Idaho Observer, illnesses between 1965 and 1983.
vol. 7, No.4, April 8, 2004, P.O. Box From 1983 on, tbe types of mental
457, Spirit Lake, Idaho, 83869 (at diseases climb almost straight up and
page 22): proliberty.com.o?server off the chart. [Just look at what
(The Idabo Observer webSite)] happened to the diagnostic use of the
#3 THE GREATEST ASSET TO DSM in 1996. when the APA did not
ANY THINKING INDIVIDUAL IS approve of its use to civilly commit
THE MINDS OF HIS FRIENDS individuals diagnosed with
AND FAMILY-BOTH EXTENDED "Paraphalias" based solely on the past
AND IMMEDIATE. (VERY TRUE) criminal offenses. Who cares, they
[from the Idaho Observer] are sex offenders, Right?]
#4: THE MOST IMPORTANT . To read more, go to the above
LESSON OF THE 21 ST website, or to the 1.0. website, or
CENTURY: "THE EXPERTS" write them at P.O. Box 457, Spirit
have their own agenda and it ain't Lake, Idaho, 83869. (For prisoners,
ours!" THE "EXPERTS" TELL send them 5 stamps for a sample
US JUSTICE IS FOUND IN OUR issue, and tell them you are a
COURTS' THE EXPERTS TELL Hosprisoner."),
US GOVERNMENT IS HERE TO --- "
HELP US; HOWEVER, THE QUOTE: .We should ~ever ~org~t
EXPERT INSIDE US IF WE LET that everythm~, Ad~~f HItler did. III

, Germany was legal and everythmg
HIM SPEAK, KNOWS BETTER. the Hungarian Freedom Fighters did
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 88 8 8 8 8 8 in Hungary was "illegal."

Partial quotes fYom The Idaho Martin Luther King
Observer, vol. 7, No.4, at p. 11) Quoted from the Idaho Observer,

Vol. 7, No.4, April 8, 2004 at page 6.
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America's'Lock-Up
.y: Robert ~e~el,

(Source: Life E:denslOn,Aug. 2004)

,.'

commit people, to mental hospitals, New Jersey does NOT I have a
for past indiscretions. These are the Department of Corrections
true political prisoners. They have "guidelines, rules, regulations or
committed no new crimes or created standard I governing process for
any v~ctims, yet" the government qualifying and selecting, [SVP]

It all started in the 1970's with a zealously prosecutes these individuals candidates," and there is "no standards
series 'of media exposes. News and locks them away, possibly for life, exist[ing]" for the selection of
programs like "60 Minutes" reported calling it treatment. 'committee members who make the
on violent criminals who committed Democracy and freedom in the initial screening selections. Nor does
vicious atrocities after serving only U.S. is waning and 'disappearing. the committee that IS utilized have
short prison sentences or avoiding jail How many y.earswill it be before we "trained, qualified and licensed
altogether because of s?me legal become like the former U.S.S.R. that individuals" to make those important
technicality. The pubhc beca~.e we, as a country, long held up as the decisions which could very well
infuriated an~ demande.d .lon~er Jail enemy of democracy and decency? sentence an individual to a lifetime of
sentences' and the elUT\matlOn.of http://christianparty.netlprison.htmincarceration.
technicalities that l~t clearly gUllty accessed June 1,2004. Worse yet, there seems to be no
criminals escape pumshment. ---------- safeguarding of the inmates right to be

Federal and State lawmakers, PART ONE part of that process, either in person or
, responded tQtheir constituents' outcry THE ILLEGAL by representation of counsel. Also,
bv drastically lengthening prison documents that are used for this
s~ntences, eliminating the discretion SCREENING AND process' are not initially made
of judges' to give lenient sentences COM~lITMENT available to the inmate or his counsel,
when warranted and appointing judges PROCESS FOR SVP'S so there cannot be any early legal
who were known to be very tough on Comparisons Between New challenges to the validity of the
cn·me. In fact, being "tough on 'eVidenceused against himJersey and California ....
crime" became a pre-requisite for It is further noted that although
legislators and governors to be elected By: Mark Mahoney the initial screening process is not
and judges to be appointed. In a January 2003 report seen as a "critical juncture in the

An unintended consequence, [updated on April 26, 2004] on New commitment process" and therefore
however, is that these same harsh Jersey's SVP Commitment Law, it is has no "procedural safeguards", it is at
standards are being applied to those stated tbat New Jersey has been the same time "highly predictive" [of
who are convicted of political crimes. "commit~ing soon-t~-be-released committing the inmate] and "causally
The result is that the U.S. has become inmates In numbers far Ill.ex~;ss of related" towards a finding for the
the largest "police state" in the world. expected .rates of.re-offendmg. The state, thus presenting another serious
The numbers speak for themselves- report wnters believe that fifty-seven due process flaw. Also flawed is the
the percentage of Americans percent (57%) of those offenders selection collection of only "negative
incarcerated is greater than that of any committed should ha~e been released material", making that part of the
country in the world. This includes if the ~r~per screenmg proce~s had process likened to a researcher who
countries that the U.S. government been utlhzed. Furt~ermore, .It ~as goes into his fact-finding with a pre-
accuses of human rights abuses, such found that the "reality of sC.le~t~ficestablished outcome. This material is
as Cuba, China, North Korea, Iraq research on sex offender reCidiVism then used over and over again,
(under Saddam Hussein's rule) and contras~s ,;harply with the public against th~ inmate, throughout the
Russia. The U.S. locks up more of its perc~ptlon of suc.h. rates. ~fter SVP commitment process.
citizens than any totalitarian country readmg the report, It IS also obvIOUS #2: Misuse of screening tools
on earth! that California suffers from an almost such as sex offender recidivism

Legislators and state government identical misinterpretation of the facts rates and actuarial studies.
have gone one step further in their and an excessive, biased, commitment Important questions regarding
zeal to prosecute. It is now legal for process .... this part of the process are asked by
states to prosecute for what you may The report hlghhghts five major the writers: "What if sex offender's
do at some future time based on what faults and flaws \\~th the New Jersey DON'T have the highest recidivism
you have done during your life. Think commitment process: rates of all released criminals?"
~bout that for a moment! Take a look #1: Lack of a structured and Continued on Page 11--
at the numerous states that now civilly fair initial screening process.
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"If you are strong enough, there
are no precedents." F. Scott Fitzgerald,
quoted in the Associated Press.

",
"

Continued from Page 10-

Illegal Screening ProceSses---

"
"What if the rate of re-offending in New
Jersey for sex offenders was eight percent
(8%) NOT eighty percent? (80%). What
if the assumptions underlying civil
commitment laws were flawed? What if
in reality, we are committing 3 to 4 time~
as many individuals as necessary in order
to protect society?"

The answ,ers to those and other
questions the writers postulated were
TRUE, which tells us that "the means by
which civil' commitment decisions are
made is so arbitrary and capricious 1113t
more potentially productive individuals,
who would never re-offend, are being
committed than truly high risk sex
offenders. The Statement is true for both
New Jersey and California, as well as for
many other states.

The illegal inflating of both sex
offender recidivism rates and use of false
positives [statiStics of sex offenders
committing new NON-SEXUAL crimes]
1135 helped states "prove" that sex
offenders are the most likely to re-ofTend
and the most dangerous, 'but are in fact
based on lies, marnpulations and
fabrications of the truth. All of that is
done to help incarcerate individuals for
crimes that they "might" commit.

Another manipulation by New
Jersey was a change made in numbered
standard for the MnSOST-R test, which is
considered to be the most reliable tool
researchers have for detennining sex
offending recidivism. After testing manv
candidates, New Jersey found that most
were passing the test and then
LOWERED the base number so that more
inn13tes would qualify as high risk. In
California the test is rarely if ever
administered in the initial screening
process, thus denying imnates the
opportunity to obtain a less dangerous
diagnosis. These manipulations and
misuse of proper testing is virtually
unknown to the inmates and a society that
holds an implicit faith in the
administrators of such laws to provide a
fair assessment of its criminal population.
#3: The U5t of prh'ate contractors for
state enluations. This hiring system Il3S
created biased reporting since the state

and its contractors have a vested interest embodied in the Constitution pre-
in both commitment numbers and ~onies supposes a singular focus on process, on
paid for the evaluations. Part of the rational limits of state power, devoid of
evaluation manipulation includes the use bias or prejudice borne of animosity or
of recidivism actuarials such as the Static distain society feels for anyone person or
99, RRASOR and RRAS [Registrant Risk a group of individuals. We are at our best
Assessment] for their findings. However, when we celebrate the sanctity of our due
the New Jersey report stated that "the process protections and our respect for
problems inherent in this approach are liberty. We are at our worse when we
legion", since many of the tools have allow fear, ignorance, or
"neve~ ,been subject to any empirical misunderstanding to compromise that
valilhltion." Also noted was that when commitment at the expense of a segment
evaluations used these tools in an of our society, irrespective of how we
"additive fashion", it violated a may feel towards them at a given moment.
"fundamental principle of psychometrics." The feat and loathing society feels with
Furthermore, it is said you "cannot raise respect to sex offenders is understandable,
the reliability of one m~asure [tool result] especially given the IRRATIONAL HlGH
of low reliability by adding another ASSUMED RATES of recidivism and
measure (tool] of low reliability." Yet, STEREOTYPIC characterizations of sex
this is EXACTLY what state evaluators in offenders in which most citizens have
both New Jersey and California often do placed their faith."
to inflate ,the probability of a sex offender But, to characterize a tiny percentage
re-offending. of all sex offenders. many of whom have

The evaluations in both states are the same exact crime "background [or
also at "risk of being influenced by the worse] as those who have been released
Sta~e's Attorney General's Office.. and is not meeting the fundamental objectiv~
theIr employers reluctance to be seen as of the SVPA. That is to protect society
soft o,n ~x offenders. Subsequent from repeat offenders whQ are truly at ~
detenmnatlons by the court to find higher risk to re-offend than most others.
~robable cause (and temporary If society was given the TRUE facts. as
mcarcera~on] are pro form~ exercises at has been stated in the New Jersey report
[~at] porn," The result IS predictable about the SVPA, and given the
given the Influence of (the commitment horrendous cost and waste of millions of
hospital] to sign off on a recommendation dollars being expended for incarcerating a
to release a sex offender who has already few, they would most likely contend that
fou~d the person to be an SVP and the SVPA, as implemented, in New
obvIOUSreluctance to a Judge to make a Jersey, California and other states. is NOT
(contrary] finding," serving the combined interests of both the
#4: Furtherabu5t of the screening and community and those individuals who
evaluation process should be include (but truly are in need of treatment for their
usually do not] "procedural safeguards continued high risk behaviors,
such ,as .the right, to ~ecord the initial For more infonnation regarding this
psychlatnc screemng mterviews, or to report, see "The Reliability and Validity
offer competing expert evaluations at the of New Jerse,' Civil Conunitme~t
probable cause hearing, along with Procedures fo; Sexually Violent
[c~allen?es] ,to ~ither deliberate or Predators: Analysis, Critique and
umntenbonallnflatlon of the reliability of Recommendations,"
various actuarial scales," (Hopefull)', Part II of this article will be
#5: That less restrictiYe alternatives to in tbe next issue) (Source: Adult
STU Ithe counterpart of California's Diagnostic and Treatment Center
ASH] sho~ld tx: ma~e available, so as to Legal Subcommittee, New Jersty) ,
not perrmt dIversion of lower risk
offenders [to be released] to the
community ... but to pennit greater
flexibility in reintegrating those ready for
discharge [to the community.]
Conclusion: "The social compact
between society and the individual
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S~ateAbuse of Inmates
\At State Treatment

Center Reflects
, Poor Social Policy

From a Letter By:
Don Sweeny, LMHC-CAP -2004

medical care resulting··in disability and
death. '

This and other failed policies of the
State are driving the issue of family
sexual abuse "underground", as today's
families won't disclose, come forward or
ask for help for fear of being destroyed
under current "child protection" policies.

The state 0(.,: Florida, under the The criminal court system is set up to
Florida Dept. of Children and Families, virtually deny sex offenders treatment:
continues its abuse of sex offenders at the 1) No one can ask for help without being
Arcadia 'civil commitment center, a reported to the police, as there is no
rundown, condenmed prison confidentiality in the helping professions
masquerading as a 'state of the art regarding child sexual abuse.
treatment center." The ongoing abuses 2) Once the pffender has "admitted" (by
are many and include indignities suffered coming forward) 11 long prison sentence is
by guests and fan'lllymembers attempting usually demanded by the State attorney,
to visit these men. Beyond the cruel granted by the Legislature under the
treaunent hashed out by staff , the ,"sentencing guidelines" scheme.

, physical facilities in and of themselves, 3) Mothers are threatened by child
speak volumes about the State's contempt protection authorities with losing their
for these men, who have served their time children under "failure to protect" policies
and should·not have been released. This 4) There is no treatment for the offender
fornler prison in Arcadia has been in prison-Florida, California, WA. etc.
previously condenmed as it has violated 5) After unus\liiUylong prison sentences,
dozens of safety rules (no fire sprinklers the offender can then be civilly committed
or working alann, no safety plans for bea.'use they :'ne~ trea~ent" [which was
getting the men out). The State insists it demed them m pnson), I.e. murderers can
is "exempt" from the laws the government get lighter ~ntences than sex offenders.
imposes on other community and 6) In Flonda sex offenders are then sent
commercial facilities: There are very few t~ a condenmed facility where precious
"modem "facilities in Arcadia, such as lIttle treatment IS offered and where they
working toilets and sanitary plumbing, or are further abused (non-therapeutic on any
functional heat and air conditioning level). These men have fewer rights than
(beyond the staff quarters, which have in regular prison, now called "a state of
been nicelv remodeled). Manv times the the art treatment center."
little coun'seling available is Canceled in 7) The State then refuses to graduate
the sweltering heat or damp cold, as the anyone. by failing to create "Phase IV'
meeting room is unfit unless the weather graduation standards. The State is in
is perfect. Bevond the discomfort and essence experimenting with creating an
safety issues, the State has little medical illegal life sentence for sex offenders.
care which has resulted in the deaths of The tax payers are billed in excess of $50
several "detainees" (not called "inmates" thousand dollars per inmate per year,
an)' longer as they have already served when specialized, legitimate outpatient
their prison sentences). The men have to treatment costs pennies by comparison.
care for each others (washing down the [Note: In California, Washington and
invalids and changing their soiled other states, the cost per "patient" or
garments), including the tenninally ill, as inmate is much higher than Florida]
the State refuses to transfer them to a The State continues its massive
hospital to provide for their final weeks or prison buildup, refuses to make legitimate
days. therapy available and bilks the taxpayers

It is our contention that the State's out of millions. As bad as this is, the end
treatment of sex offenders under these result is that the problem of family sexual
conditions constitutes cruel and unusual abuse is being driven "underground"
punishment, a violation of the Eight (approx. 65-70 % of child abuse is
Amendment (condenmed and unsafe committed by family/friends of family)
facilities, ongoing staff abuses, little or no These families won't report or cooperate
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with authorities for fear of their families
. I

bemg totally destroyed by the State.
The truth must be told... millions of

new victill'\S are being sexualized today
and the State is doing nothing to help
them beyond the "law enforcement"
application. Sexual abuse is a widespread
social problem that will not be "criminally
legislated" out of existence. By failing to
help today's victims of fanlily sexual
abuse (the much smaller percentage of
"stranger molestation" case are mainlv
prosecuted today.), the State i~
unwittingly . setting the stage for the
creation of the next big wave of offenders.
Virtually all sex offenders themselves are
victims, where the behavior is "taught"
before maturity has reached a level where
the individual can handle complex
emotions and powerful physical feelings,
creating in effect a compulsive disorder
along the .lines of addiction. By failing to
help the majority of victims and treating
this problem for what it is (emotional
sickness, sexual addiction, power and
control issues, poor parenting and self-
destructive behaviors) the State
compounds this complex public health
problem with mean spirited laws
fashioned ill punishment and shame,
which only makes things worse.
(A section of the letter dealing with
drugs had to be left out here in order to
properly conclude the letter).

Laws keep the wl1eels of government
greased, but they do littIe to stem the tide
of addiction in our society. The State has
a long history of promoting strategies that
cannot succeed in reducing or resolving
the overall problems and they are
repeating the same mistake with their
handling of sexual abuse. Are the
authorities reallv that clue less or are they
meeting hidden' agendas? D~ they eve;1
care that theirpoJicies fail to protect our
comnllmities? In their quest for more
control the authorities wind up
exasperating the problem and hurting
people. Who is holding them accmmtable
for their failures?---------
ECHOES TYPOGRAPHER NO
LONGER ABLE TO CONTINUE-
THIS IS IDS LAST EDITION OF THE
ECHOES. WE DESPERATELY
NEED SOMEONE TO TAKE UP THE
TASK OF PUrrING TOGETHER
THE A.S.H. PAPER.
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